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•

The V-Brackets attach to the headlight mounting bolts. You will need to remove the headlight lens unit to access the
nuts inside the headlight shell. Look for 2 small Phillips head screws facing outwards at the bottom outer edges of
the head light shell (vintage models may have a 3rd at the top of the headlight). After you remove the screws grasp
the chrome headlight trim ring & twist it to the right (usually) then pull the headlight lens out & un-hook the wiring
connector. Set the headlight aside.

•

Next attach the fairing mount V-Brackets the headlight mounting bolts; these may be the turn signal mounting
stems on some models. You may be able to extended the threaded portion may be able to be extended or you may
choose to use a thinner nut on the inside. If this is not the case for your model there are some bolts, nuts, washers
supplied with the fairing hardware kit, if they are too short or you want better looking bolts the local hardware store
will have a nice selection, they will be cheap. Snug down the bracket mounting bolts (I recommend a washer
between the bolt head & V-Bracket) but leave them loose enough to move the V-Brackets back & forth thru the
slots. Re-install the Headlight lens.

•

Now test fit the fairing to the bike. You will have to slide the V-Brackets a bit until you determine where the need to
be located. You may also have to bend them in or out a bit to find the ideal angle for them to fit into the fairing. Use
the included black metal screws & washers to mount the fairing to the V-brackets (do not over tighten!), if the edges
of the faring interfere with components on the bike (gauges, turn signals, etc.) trim the fairing carefully with a
coarse file or fresh hack saw blade, or rotary tool the fairing trims very easily.

•

Once you are satisfied with the fit of the fairing you may next install the windscreen (or you can install the
windscreen before fitting the fairing if you prefer.) using the small plastic screw, washers & nuts, it may be easier to
remove the fairing from the bike for this process. Do NOT over tighten these screws or you could crack the
windscreen! Sung them down a bit past finger tight.

•

NEVER use Windex/glass cleaner, etc or paper towels to clean the windshield or fairing, it will leave scratch/swirl
marks. Use soft cloth with warm soapy water and/or plastic polish/cleaner only!

•

When you are satisfied with the fit & position of the fairing then tighten up the headlight/V-bracket mounting bolts &
you are done! The fairing can be painted to match your bike if you wish. Replacement windscreens are available, our
part# 25-3640 or at our ebay store: motoservices or call/email us.

•

For Tech Support, replacement parts, etc. please email; sales@moto-services.net
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